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I. Introduction 
The nose-steered or tail-first airplane, the so-called 
Ente (duck), has many advantags over the present normal air-
plane. Due .to the additional lift 0±' the horizontal ernpennage, 
the total li'ft is greater than that of a normal airplane having 
the same combined, area of the wing'and hoiizontal tail surfaces. 
Moreover, w.itha correctly dimensioned horizontal ennnage, 
the Ente is staliproof in steady. flight, which greatly increases 
its safety. In considering the static stability, however, we 
encounter some di,fficul.ties which do not appear on an ordinary 
airplane .. 
The stability conditions 'of' Ente alrplane are investigated 
in the present report.** In developing the formulas, which af-
ford an approximate solution, the unimportant effect of the 
height of the C.G. and 'the moment of the residual resistance 
are neglected. Moreover, cm = ca is put for, both wing and 
empennage. The effect of the downwash from the forward horiz'on-
tal enennage on the wing is .1so disregarded. 
*Uflj st.tische Langtabil±tt der Entenbauart. t
 From Zeit-
schrift fur Flugtechnik. und 'Liotoriuf.tschiffahrt, December 15, 
1930, pp. 601-610. 
**This report was originally written: as a student's essay at the 
Berlin Technical High School with the encouragement of Dr. Mar-
tin Schrenic, who also assisted in its elaboration by suggestions 
'and supplementations.
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II. Notation 
F, wing area (me), 
span (m), 
A = b 2 /F, aspect ratio of wing, 
t = F/b, mean wing chord (in), 
horizontal distance of airplane C.G. from leading 
edge of wing (+ forward of, and 	 - aft of leading 
edge)	 (rn), 
h,	 : perendicu1ar distance of the O.G. from the wing. 
chord. (disregarded in the investigation) 	 Cm), 
lvi, wing moment with respect to leading edge of wing 
(mkg), 
MF, wing mornen	 with respect to C.G. of airplane (mkg), 
a: angle of attack of wing, 
a0, I	 n	 tt	 for	 c	 = 0, 
(V U	 U	 U	 U	 It	 U a max 
ath = a - a3 ,	 theoretical angle of attack of wing with respect 
to line of zero lift, 
a	 F,' angle of attack of wing at which 	 °mF= 0, 
C a, lift coefficient of wing, 
cm, moment coefficient of wing with respect to its lead-
ing edge., 
Cm ,	 moment coefficieht of wing with respect to its lead-0	 ing edge at 0a 0, 
°mF'	 moment coefficient of wing with respect to 0.0. of 
airplane, 
c,	 normal force coefficient of wing,	 :	
1 
C t,	 tangential force coefficient of wing,	 - 
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E 1H'	 distance of C.G. of airplane from C.P. of horizontal 
empennage (in),.	 .	 ..	 . 
moment . of horizqfltal:1p.eflflgeVi 	 .respect. toC.G. 
of airplane (nilcg), 
angle of setting of horizontal empénnage with re-
spect to wing 
angle of attack of wing at which °mH = 0, 
When same symbols are used for horizontal enipennage as for 
wing, the former are denoted by the subscript H. 
Mg, .
	
	
total moment of airplane (wing + empennage) with 
respect to C.G. (mkg), 
aA, . . .	 angle of attack of moment 	 balance, ...... 
0mg'	 moment coefficient of whole airplane wi.th.epect to C.., including wing area and chord. 	 - 
III. :De Telopment of Formulas and Consideration of :S.81tY
1. Wing Moment and Wing Moment Coefficient 
The moment of the wing about its leading edge is given by 
the formula
N = 0m q F t
	
(1) 
If this moment is referred to the airplane C.G.,.it then becomes 
M=cqFt 
=(cm +cn_ ct )qFt	 --	 (2) 
The C.G. is here considered as being forward of the leading edge 
of the wing (Fig. 1). Nose-heavy moments are considered positive 
and. tail-heavy, negative. Accordingly, r is positive when the
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C.G. is forwar,d .of the leading edge and negative when the O.G. 
is aft of the leading edge of the wing. 
The term C	 in equation (2), which denotes the height 
of the O.G., is generally very smal. and has but a slight ef'ect 
on the wing moment. Hence it is disregarded in our calculations. 
We thus obtain the simplified formula 
MF(om+cfl)qFt

or	
Cm	
q	
* cn	 (3) 
If the moment coefficient Cm is plotted against the lift 
coefficient Ca, the function Cm = f(Ca) represents a straight 
line for almost all profiles in the normal range. Separation 
phenomena cause deviations which generally diminish with increas-
ing Reynolds Number. If the moment coefficient for ca = 0 IS 
designated by Cm0 ('ig. 2), Cm f(ca) can then be repre-
sented by the equation
dc 
C -C +	 m	 4 
m0 dCa 
The course of the function 0m = f(ca) is practically in-
dependent of the aspect ratio of the wing (Ergebnisse der Aero-
dyn.amischen Versuchsanstait zu 8ttingen, Report 3, page 51), 
so that 0rn0 is a constant quantity for all aspect ratths. 
Moreover, according to the hydrodyriamic theory of the wing see-
tions, Cm	 (°a) 1s a straight line with a 4 : 1 slope for
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all profiles independently of the camber.: The Gttingen winc 
	
•dCm	 1 
	
tunnel tests yield the same result. ience	 .	 = - is a con-
	
..	
9.a	 4 
stant quantity for all profiles. Equation (4) then becomes 
	
cm = Cm0 + 0.25 Ca	 (4a) 
	
If we put approximately'	 Ca,: then equation (3) (uder 
	
consideration of equation (4a) ) becopes	 . 
	
= Cm0 + 9a (o05 + r)	 (5) 
It is now desired to replace 0a by a function of a.. If 
C a = f(a) is plotted for ifferen . p. ofi..le$ but the same aspect 
ratio (Fig. 3), it is found. 
1. That almost all curves are straight lines in the normal 
range up to Ca = about li.,.: 
2. That all these cüves àré nearly parallel in the con-
stant region. 
	
In the constant region of the curves, 	 i therefore
constant and has approximtely the same value for all profiles. 
For the aspect ratio 5 the Ggttingen profile measurements 
yield a mean value	 .	 .. . ...	 .	
•. 
	
0.075	 (s) 
	
cia 5	 ... ..;	 .	 . 
For the ssme 0a diffrent ;angles of attack a corre-
spond to wings of different aspect lat],os Hence, dca also 
varies with the aspect ratio, so that 
	
dCadCad0'	
.	 (7) 
	
da.	 d& cia.
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which, after the differentiation	 ', becomes 
	
___ ___	 1' 
	
dCadCa	
dCa
- 
	
1	 F' 
where	 =	
- 
If, in agreement with the Gttingen measurements, we put 
	
F	 :1 
b5 
and
dcad.Ca	
715T da5 -- 0.0 
Equation (8) then becomes 
d Ca	 0.0548 * 
0 ,
 O.567+-
Figure 4 shows d Ca plotted against the aspect ratio A. 
da0 
The curve d'ca = f(A) shows that -? undergoes very great 
changes at small aspect ratios, but that the changes are rela-
tively unimportant at large aspect ratios (above 10). 
We now measure the angle of attack from zero lift up and 
use the theoretical angle of attack 
a th a_c O	 '(io) 
*Horst Miller, on the basis of Americanmeasurements (Zeitschrift • 
fur Flugtechnik und Liiotorluftschiffahrt, 1929, p. 50), obtains 
d Ca - 0.0548 
dct00562,F
(8)
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where a0 is tie angle of attack corresponding to Ca = 0, and 
a. corresponds to the geometrical angle of attack of the wing0 
The lift coefficient then becoriies 
Ca = th d Ca
	
(11) 
Substituting equations (10) aci (ii) in equation (5), we then 
obtain	 dc	 r 
c	 Cm + (a. -	 )	 a (025 +.-:	 (12) 
for the moment coefficient of the wing with respect to the air-
plane C.G. The decisive slope bf the mOment line for the degree 
of stability then becomes 
dc 1p	 dc (0.25 +)
	
(12a) 
The accuracy of the approximate method is indicated by 
Figure 5, in which the wing-moment curve obtained by a1culating 
one point at a time (continuous line) is compared with the curve 
obtained by means of the approximatien formula (dot-and-dash 
line). These two methods give almost identical results within 
the range of normal flight. The discrepancy at larger angles 
of attack or larger Ca 1S unimportant, since the main require-
ment is sufficient accuracy for the niorlens to balance. In gen-
eral, it is required that in normal flight, according to the 
% structural viewpoints for	 or (-'\	 ,	 M = 0, that 
C) max	 C / max 
is, the moments must balance. Since the corresponding lift coef -
ficient normally lies between Ca = 0.7 and 1, the utility
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of the formula is demonstrated, for the agreement of the approx-
iiate and accurate calculation methods is very satisfactory 
within this range. 
2. ivioment and Moment Ooefficient of Horizontal Empennage 
On the assumption of a constant mean pressure by the aero-
dynamic forces acting on the horizontal empennsge, •the moment 
of the 1atter;withrespect to: the O.:G*,S. 
H =• 1 H 1H	 (13) 
where 1H is the distance between the d.G. of the airp1ne 
andthe O.P. of the horizo l:effpennage(Fig. s). The a,p. of 
the empennage may be assumed to lie at one-third of its chord 
aft of the leading edge Now
cflH q F? 
If we again pt CflH	 aid employ 'the method expla.ined 
in connection with the wng:, w: obtn f or. t 	 moient 'of the 
horizontal empennage with respect,to 
-	
F	 (14) 
We now construct the moment coeU.ioient pf the iorizontal em-
pennage with respect to the 0G. and th .e aIe.a and chord of the 
wing and define it as
	
.	 . 
..
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By. the introduction of equation (14), the moment coefficient of 
the horizontal erpenâgbednes ................:.,,.,:,... 
...
dc	 F ..............	 •. 
Cj..- T.th;
.(	 J.:F t
	
(15) 
No* the theoretical	 empeiñg 
aHh	 still to be ee.seed thdugh the añglbfattáck o 
the w1n, the relation btiveei the ngle of attack of the *ng: 
&idthétdf the empennage bean determineby the....,hg].e of se 
tiiig P ...tile eniennáge.
	 Fbm F1ure 7 we obtlt	 :.............. 
=.	 +	
..• 
If, s ni	 ly. to equation (Q)., we . again.designate by	 the
angle of..attack.of the empeniiage..atw1ich CaHO.' we then 
have.................... ..... ..,.
	
.......................... ....... 
° th =	
+ p -	 (17) 
Introducing this value into equation (15), we obtain 
..:... ....	 ±	 ._ aH) (__a)	 FH	 . ......	 (is) 
as the moment coefficient ofthe empennage 'rith rèötto the 
airplane O.G., including the area, dhord and anlof'áttack of 
the wing, and	 ..	 . 
dOniH...(.dCa\ 
d..a	 'daJH 
as the slope of the moment line. For 
of the ratio we can obtain a 
the point c = 0 is maintained for
F1 (iSa) 
Ft 
the corresponding choice 
ny desired slope at which 
=
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3. Angle of Setting of Horizontal Enipentiage 
As already mentioned in the introduction, an important ad-
vantage of the Ente, in comparison with an ordinary airplane, is 
the fact that, with the proper dimensions and arrangement of the 
horizontal empennage, stalling of the airplane in steady flight 
is rendered impossible. Thith thust be accomplished by so adjust-
ing the empennage with respect to the wing that the air flow 
along the empenna'ge separateá while' the wing 'is 'still within the 
.normal flight range.' The'de 'ôreáse ' iñthe' empennagethonent then': 
causes the airplane to nose orer before the flow separates from 
the wing., The angle. of setting of the.. empennage must not be so 
great, however,, as to , bring the empennage into the region of 
separation at favorably high angles of attack of the wing, In 
soaring flight, in passing' through . 'zone of stronger up-current 
the empennage will enter the higher angie-of-attack region, or 
the region of separation,before the wing. 
For our calculations we shall assume that the maximum lift 
of the empennage is reached at an angle of 'attack 2° below that 
of the wing. 'Hence the formula for the setting of the empennage, 
as compared with that of the wing, is 
H max -	 miax - 
DO 
or	 P = aH 'L'' -	 + 30
	 (19)
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4. Determination of the Calculation Factors 
The determination of a0 and 0m0 does not require the 
plotting of the curves Ca f() and 0m = f(Ca). In general, 
according to what has fpreceded	 . 
= c - 0.25 0a	 (20) 
and	
(21) 
In particular, correspoiding to . the Gttingentests with models, 
we hairs, for an aspect ratio of 5, 
a0 = *l4ca	 (21a) 
Hence we simply take from the model tests a measured Ca value 
with the corresponding a. or	 and.introduce these values into
equations (20) and (21) or . (2la). These equations apply, howev-
er, only within the range of the polars in which 	 profile 
drag may be regarde. as constant. Actual conditions are gener-
ally most closely approximated by taking frçm the model tests a 
test point between Ca = 0.5 and 0.7. Under these conditios 
the deviation of the approximation formula from the actual value 
is pracica1ly zero within the mean flight range. 
If, however, it is desired to determine the values Cm0 
and	 from the curves Ca = f(a) and Cm f(Ca), the test 
points in the constant zone of these curves are joined by a 
straight line. Discrepancies are disregarded, especially for 
small Ca and 0m values. For large Ca vaues it is advisa-
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ble to join the test points in the usual manner. It is then im-
mediately apparent in which zone the curves are rectilinear, 
thus indicating the angle-of-attack range in which the formulas 
hold good. For profiles of medium camber, the function 0a = 
f(a) can always be assumed to be rectilinear up to ca = 1, but 
for greater cambers it is often rectilinear above Ca = 1. 
Since the aspect ±atio is known to have no effect on the func-
tion 0m	 °a) and ëince the variation in the angle of attack 
through self-induction ( a 57.3 ' Ca) is likewise zero for 
Ca = 0, it is obviously indifferent for what aspect ratio the 
values a and Cm0 are determined. The magnitude of the df-
do. 
ferential quotient daa is given by equation (9). and can be 
taken from the curve
	 °= f(A) (Fig. 4). 
The calculation of the wing moment therefOre requires four 
quantities, two of which, a 0
 and.	 must be determined from 
the model tests, while the other two, namely, the wing aspect 
ratio A and the C.G. location r/t represent cOnstructional 
data. Fo the empennage moment, aH0 must be determined. from 
the model tests. Likewise the ëmpennage setting P must be de-
termined from aH max and 0ma	 while the remaining quanti-
ties ( AH, FH 1H' and F t) are constructional data. 
5. Determination of the Stability Oondition
V 
Equilibrium obtains, when the sum of all the moments is 
zero, that is, when
	 . .	 .	 .
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E M =
	
+	 0 
or, in nondiriiensional coefficients, 
ECm CmF + C	 0	 (22) 
Sta'oility.is a property of the state of equilibrium. .Thstabi1-
ity of an airplane is therefore assured, when any distu.r'oance of 
the normal flight attitude by outside forces produces a moment 
which restores the original state of equilibrium. An airplane 
is stable . when an increasing angla of attack produces a restor-
ing (positive) moment and when a decreasirigangle of attack pro-
duces an upturning (iegative) moment. Hence the stability con-
dition is expressed by the formula 
dMg>0 
do-
or
d 0m (23)' 
cia 
In the Ente the wing exerts a positive stabilizing effect 
within the whole angle-of-attack range. The stabilizing effect 
of the horizontal empennage must therefore be negative through-
out the whole angle-of-attack range. If the wing-moment coeffi--
cient cmF, the moment coefficient of tle horizontal empennage 
°mH and the resulting total moment 	 are plotted against 
the angle of attack, the principal moment diagrams possible for 
the Ente (if moment balance is possible anyway) are the ones 
shown in Figures 8-10.
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Caei.- Normal (Fig. 8), stability
	
>	 and moment
balance in the normal flight range (E M = o). 
Case 2.- (Fig. 9), instability (°R< 6) and moment bàl-
ance in the normal flight range. 
Case 3.- (Figs. lOa-lOc). The wi±ig anenapcnnage curves in-
tersect the bscissa (o: axis) at a common point. ;'In this case 
all three states bf euiiibriurn (stable, neutral .: and unstable) 
are possible. Any moment ba1ance In the normai flight range is 
impossible, however, i'fthenei.tral tate is disregarded., in 
which E cm 0 throughout the ang1e-ofattack range. In stable 
or unstable equilibrium the moment -balance dccurs at the common 
intersection point of the wing and empennage curves . (i.e., at 
negative lift) and consequently lies far outside of the normal 
flight range. 
From the consideration of Figures 8-10, we can draw the im-
portant conclusion that satisfactory stability within the nor-
mal flight range is possible for the Ente, only when the moment 
curve of the enTpennage intersects the abscissa (a axis) at a 
smaller angle of attack than the mothent curve of the wing. If 
amF is the angle of attack of the. wing at which CmF = 0, and 
if	 is the angle of attack of the wing at which CmH0 0, 
the equilibrium conditions may be expressed aC follows: 
stable equil1hrum; 
U	 = II	 all kinds of equilibrium; 
neutral equilibrium.
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If c	 0 is intro.d.uced into equation (l2),,we obtain 
:1
= a0 -
	
±	 (25) 
-' ( o	 + - 
cto- .\	 ti 
If' c	 = 0 is introduced into equation (18), we obtain 
amH0 aH0 - p	 (26) 
Moreover, the introduction' of equation,s (2) :and (26) into equa-
tion (24) makes. it.possi.ble to. express the.fundamenta1 condition 
for stable equilibrium wit1.in the, .norma..,ang1e-,of- .attack range 
of the Ente by	 .	 ''	 '	 .'	 ' 
Cm0
(27) 
-.---'- (0.25 + - 1 
aa	 ' t/; 
With the aid of this formula," it' btn he' determined in any 
case whether stability ana'momeit 'balaiwe are possible within 
the usual angle-of-attack range under the given conditions. 
For a profi1 with fixed C.P., for which c	 = 0, equation 
(27) is simplified to '	 '	 ' " 
a0
 > aH0 -' •p ' •'	 '	 (28) 
The stability is increased by shifting the C.G, forward 
(equation 12a). The product of the area of the empennage times 
the lever arm of its moment (Ftj 
'H) faust then be likewise in-
creased, if the wing chord and area, as also the angle of attack 
of the moment balance, are to remain the same (equation 18a). 
The effect of shifting the O.G. is proportional to the differ-
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ence between	 F0 and	 as hown in Figures ha and hib. 
In both cases the location of the C.G. and the slope of the wing-
dCP,F\ 
moment lines	 and -- are the same. The angle of da. I 
attack of. the moment balance a.A remains constant. The differ-
ence lies in the fact that the difference between amF0 and 
is greater in Figure lib than in Figure ila. Despite 
equal increase in the slope of the wing-moment lInes 
d(c -	 - c	 )	 ..	 . •rn 2 rn ,
 which is synonymous with equal advance of the 
ci a 
C.'G.,the increase in the slope of the total-moment line 
d(oi2-cm) is greater in Case 2. If unstable or neutral 
cia 
equilibrium prevails, but ve±y little irrovement can be effect-
ed even by the most extreme location 'of the C.G. Satisfactory 
stability within, the, normal flight range can never be attained 
by simply shifting the C.G. without the preliminary condition 
of a sufficiently great differeice between aF0 and a. 
Figure 12 shows that, with the same, apgle of' attack of the mo-
ment balance and the same location of the C.G.,, the tabihity' 
increases in proportion to the increase in the difference be-
tween a.nlF0 and	 In order to create the most favorable 
stability conditions, we iiust therefore strive to make a.mF 
great as possible and aç	 as small as possible. 
6. Effect of the Profile on the Stability 
Equations (25) and (26) indicate that	 r'iF0 and 
generally depend on the characteristics of the profile. We shall
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therefore consider the relations between the angle of attack, 
the 1ift and the moment, in order to obtain formulas for approx-
irnatiiig the quantitative stability coilditions. 
In Figure 13 the Cm values taken from Gttingen model 
tests are plotted against a 0 . The numbers next to the individ-
ual points are the Gg ttingen profile numbers. The function 
= f(ct0 ) clearly indicates, a certain regularity. Obviously,. 
	
decreases as	 increases. 
	
= - 0.015 0ç	 (29) 
can be written as the mean value according to Figure 13. Any 
simplification of the foriu1a for the moment coefficient of the 
wing with the aid of equation (29) is not advisable, because the 
accuracy of said formula would thus be considerably diminished. 
On the other hand, both the preceding and.t.ie  subsequent formu-
las canbe used to adantag'e elsewhre, where it is more a ques-
tion of estimating variations.	 - 
Figure 14 shows the relation between 0a max and a0. Usu-
ally the angle of attack for zero lift a0 is inversely propor-
tional to the maximum lift Oa max Approximately, 
	
max = '.J.L(.) X \.L.'J	 a.0 
Figure 15 shows that riax and a0 bear a relation similar to
	
-4 that between Ca	 and a. 0 (Fig. 14). In general, a.max is 
inversely proportional to a0 . The actual relations would be 
difficult to determine, since other factors, such as the degree
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of smoothness of the model, sometimes cause an earlier and some-
times a later separation of the flow. If the maximum angle of 
attack for zero lift is calculated (a th	 = f(a0 ), (Fig. 16), 
the linear relation between the angle of attack for maximum lift 
and the angle of attack ±or zero lift is more clearly shown, be-
cause the percentile discrepancies are then, smaller, due to the 
greater range of the angle of attack. According to Figure 15, 
the mean max for an aspect ratio of 5 is 
(a	 ) = 13.5 - 0.26	 (31) max5 
A change in the aspect ratio causes a change of 
0niax = 57.3 i Ca max 
in the value of amax . In the above fOrmula 
•11 b 2	 b21	 A.J 
If we now introduce equation (30) for 0a max' we obtain 
	
ax	 2.74° -
	
+ 1.37	
- 0.2)	 (32) 
Now,
	
a	 (a	 •'	 a 
max	 max15	 max 
10.76° -
	
Li - 0.014) + 
The factor -0.014 is small in cOmparison with the other factors 
and is therefore disregarded. We thus obtain, the simplified ex-
pression .
ax	 10.8° + 1.37 (10° -
	 )	 (33)
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With, the aid of the ascertained rél'átions between a0
 and 
as also between a0• and. °rxiax' we can obtain for amF0 and 
amH0
 simple formulas which clearly show the profile effect. 
On introducing th value of c 0
 according to eqjiat.ioni(29) 
into equation (25), the latter becomes
	 S 
0.015 a0
 jl	 CtCa 1'	 r' I 
L	 d a..:° 25 + 
Aside from the :
 angle of attack of zerd lift, the only remaining 
variables are the O.G1 location . r/t aid the aspect ratio in 
dca . A unit graph which, for a given aspect ratio, is not 
affected by any change in O., is obt1ned by plotting the ratio 
= f(A,) against nt (Fig. l7)
	 mO fuction	 FQ = 
f(A,) then represents a group of équulatOral hyperbolas with 
the asymptotes	 =1 an..	
.O.:25..Increasing the aspect 
ratio rapidly lessens its effect (Fig,. 4). Further advance of 
a.riF 
the O.G. diminishes 	 0. Since ,a0 (excepting symmetrical 
0 
profiles and those with a fixed 0.?.) always h,as .a negative value, 
increases with increasing r/t. With increasing r/t, the 
shifting of the C.G., has less effect on aflF0.* 
Equations (26) and (19), with the use of equation (33),. 
yield
= aH0 - 1.37	 (10° - aH0 ) -	 (100 - a0 )] + 2° (35) 
The function :1HO = f ( aH0 ). is astraight..line.. The differen-
*In contrast herewith and for a constant aspect atio, the slope 
of the wing moment line increases proportionally with r/t (See 
equation (12a).
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d rnH	 1.37 
tial quotient	 0 = -:	 indicates that the slope, of d aHQ	 AH 
these lines depends only onAp. Any change in ac or A pro-
duces a parallel displacement :Q' the lines. The value of 
is diminished by increasing the value of. ao or A under other-
wise like conditions (like
	 and.AH). We shall now silITolify 
equation (35) still further 7by putting
	 x(lo° - a) = 1.5° 
as the mean value for thè'tè.mwhich Oorresponds approximately 
to a = 0° (syminetrical.wing prof1e . ..and A. = 9 or 10 and 
= -	 The sirrp1ifiedforinu1athenre'ds 
arnH0 = aH0 - ___..: (ioo:a)' +'35
	 (35a) 
The value of
	 as calculated by this foriiu1a, differs from 
the first value (quation35) by the amount 
.4	 1(100.	 a0>-	 .. 
Within the range A
	 8-to 15• and 'a 0	
-5°"to2°, the•rnaxi-
	
0	 0	 .	 - 
mum discrepancy may amount to- 1 or -0.8 . Since the preceding 
case involves only the.	 of variations this discrepancy 
is justified with respect 'to
	 above assuiptios	 For the sake 
of gTeater clearness, the funôtioñs ar.F0 ='f(60) and •a.	 = 
f( aH0 ) are both plotted in Figi 18
	 Theoont±nuous lines 
represent ar 0 and the dash lines represent ar. A 10 
in the calculation of aflIFO . 'The possible errors due to differ-
ences in aspect ratio are':ery.sflght ithi: the .:limits of 
A = 8 to 15	 If the quantities a and nt are given, 
can be read from Figure 18.
	 is obtained in like manner,
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when . aH0 and. AH are given. As Figure 18 shows, 
arfIF0 > ctmH0, when a0	 aH©	 (36) 
Stability can therefore be expected in the normal flight range 
only when a0 >
	
the difference being inversely proportion-

al to the value of a0 . We have already mentioned that the sta-
bility conditions are favorable in proportion to the difference 
between. aF0 and.	 it i-c is aesirea to octain great sta-

bility, namely, the greatest ossib1e difference between 
and	 c' a wing profile with large ° and small 	 ax (in
accord with Fig. is) must be used, while the empennage must have 
a profile with, small 	 and large amax, that is, 
aHl1	 max In general, this may be stated as follows. 
For satisfactory stability in normal flight the Ente re-
quires a horizontal empennage for which the angle-of-attack 
range between zero and. maximum lift is greater than for the wing. 
According to Figure 14 and equation (30), the negative val-
ue of ° is proportional to the maximum lift, which in turn 
is proportional to the profile camber. Hence, if normal pro-
files are used, the empennage must have a greater camber than 
the wing. In this case the best profile for the wing appears to 
be one with a fixed C.?., with a greater camber for the empen-
nage. If, however; a highly cambered profile is adopted for the 
wing, the empennage should have a slotted profile, for which the 
flow through the slot at large angles of attack delays the sepa-
rfion of the flow di the suction side and 'consequitly yields
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a considerably larger angle-of-attack and lift range than is 
possible with normal profiles. 
While the choice of the profile is of only subordinate im-
portance for the stability of normal airplanes, in the case of 
the Ente the correct profile choice is the decisiv factor for 
satisfactory stability within the normal flight range. 
IV. Stability Characteristics of To Profiles 
The suitability of two profiles as Ente profiles will be 
briefly discussed. In both cases the aspect ratio of the wing 
was A = lO, and of the empennage AT-i = 8. The C.G. was locat-
ed at 2O of the wing chord in front of the leading edge of the 
wing.
In the first example the Gttingen profile No. 652 was used 
for both wing and empennage (Fig. 19). As might be predicted 
from equations (27) and (36), bab11ity was wanting. Nothing 
could be gained in this case, even by moving the C.G. forward, 
because the location requ±red, even . for neutral equilibrium, 
would produce excessive moments. If amFQ = afllHQ , then equation 
(27), by solving according to nt, gives the location of the 
C.G. necessary for neutral equilibrium 
= --
	 Cr1 ___- - 
0.25	 (37) 
t	 d. 0a 
T	 (a0 - 0ruiHQ) 
For ouz special case	 = 3.45, aninipossible value. The condi-
tion for the validity of equation (37) is, however, that a0
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4 must 'ce reater than a ]j . this is illustrated by the second 
exsirple. 
In Figure 20 prdfile No. 527 was used for the .enrpennage. 
Advancing the C.G. producei a steeper slope of the :wing_moient 
curve, whereby the pont a a0 ; c = c	 remained ind.epend-
ent of the location of the CG. and of the aspect iatio of the 
wing. Now, if c <áp<	 1hen, as shown by Figure 20, the in-. 
stability is not leseñd hut orly incr€ased br dväncing the 
C.G. Hence, when a0 <	 there is neither stable nor neu-
tral equilibrium, but only unstahle equilibrium. If c 0	 0, 
then amF0 has the arne value for anylocatioa of the CG. and. 
for any asDect ratio.: if it is desired to obtain practicable 
stability vith the wing profile ITo. 652, the empennage mut be 
slotted. 
In Figure 21 tie American NA.C.A.. profile M 12 with fixed 
0.P. was used for the wir	 the Gttingen profile NO. 527 serv-
ing as, the basis for the empennage. There is here shown very 
good stability in the normal flight range for the above-mention-
ed. C.G. location of • = 0.2. The stability can he still fur-
ther increased by a further advance of the C.G. or by using a 
more highly cambered profile for the e:ipennage. This example 
also shows the stability conditions with a floating elevator, 
* it being assumed. that the slope of the er±Tpennage curve:is hereby 
diminished 25%. It is obvious that stability can be attained 
within the normal flight range even with a floating elevator. 
1Vith a floating elevator the stability is greater, but the angle
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of attack of the moment balance tends to diminish. 
These examples confirm the predictions based on the previous 
statements regarding stability. They also show that the stabil-
ity is inversely proportional to the wing camber with the maxi-
ruri empennage camber. Since the symmetrical profile is excluded 
by its small lift coefficient, a good wing profile for theEnte, 
as already mentioned, is one with a fixed C.P. which has higher 
lift coefficients than a symmetrical profile. Un±ortunate1y, 
the hitherto published results of tests with profiles having a 
fixed C.P. are thadequate, there being an especial lack of Ger-
man data. Moreover, reference was made to the possibility of 
using slotted profiles for the empennage, with more highly cam-
bered wings.
V. Summary 
In the foregoing investigation the following approximation 
formulas were developed by disregarding the effect of the down-
wash from the horizontal empennage on the wing behind it and by. 
also disregarding theeffect of the height of the 0.G.,•which is 
generally slight. 
1. Moment coefficient of the wing 
cr lF	 CmQ + (a - a0)__ (0.25 +	 (12) 
Slope of the moment line of the wing, 
±	 (o.	
+)	 (12a) dd	 da '	 t
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2. Moment cQefficient of the horizontal empennage with re-
spect to th? airplane O.G., ±nclud.ing the area, chord and angle 
of attack of the wing
dc	 Fl 
= - (a +
	
\ daJ	 F t	
(18) 
Slope o'. the monent line of the empennage, 
•°mH (d Ca'\ 
- -
F:.i	 LH (	 * 
,l8a) \ d a 
The quantities	 c and	 a0	 are, best determined by the 
formulas
0m0 = Cm	 0.25 Ca (20)
and., when A = 5 (Gttingen model tests), 
a0
 = a - 14 0 a
	 (21a) 
Ca, a and Cm. are taken from a test point of the profile test 
between C a = 0.5 and 0.7. 
For the angle of setting of the empennage' the requirement 
was made 'that the maximum lift of the enipennage must be reached 
at an angle of attadk 2° .below.that of 'the wing. For the angle 
of settingof the empnriage we 'then have the condition 
max	 ñia + 20
	 (19) 
The stability conditions of the Ente typ were investigated 
with the aid of the derived formulas. It was found that the 
• static longitudinal stability of the Ente depends largely on the
profile used. The fundamental condition for attaining static 
*The fornula for 'th'oént'cbefficient of the wing and'f the 
empennage can also be applied to a tail-steered airplane. In 
the case of the elirpennage the downwash of the wing must also be 
taken into consideration. 
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stability in the normal flight range i the fact that the moment 
curve of the empennage for small angles of attack must pass 
through zero as the moment curve of the wing.. This fact can be 
expressed as follows. If moment balanbe is to exist for the 
Ente within the normal fliiit range and if stability Is to pre-
vail within the whole angle-of-attack ange, the angle-of-attack 
range between zero and maximum lift mutbe greater for the em-
pennage than for the ving .  This fundamental sta'oility condition 
for the Ente is expressed by the fomu1a 
>	 (24) 
or
= _.___._Q	 > aTT - p	 ( 7 ¼.)	 cl(	 r\ 
----' O.25 + 
With the aid of further approximations, i.t was demonstrated that 
>	
only when o ' aHÔ	 (36) 
The attainable stability for a given location of the C.G. 
is proportional to the difference between	 iF0 and	 or 
° and aHQ . Likewise, the effect of shifting the C.G. is propo±-
tional to the difference between 0T	 and.	 (Figs. lla
and llb). This indicates that th eit?enriage requires a more 
highly cambered profile than the wing. Iflthis case the best 
way is to adopt a profile with a fixed O.P. fo the wing and. a 
more higily cambered profile for the empennage. If, however, a 
more highly cambered profile is adopted for the wing, a slotted
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profile must then be used for the empennage. In this way sta'oil-
ity and moment balance within the norraal flight range can be at-
tamed with the e1vaor either locked or floating. 
In conclusion a few profiles of medium thickness and differ-
ent cam1oers were investigated with respect to their suitability 
for Ente airplanes. 
Translation by Dwight II. Miner, 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics.
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